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d I• Preface

The purpose of this study was to develop a small com-

puter simulation program to model an airfield during airlift

operations. Throughout the model building process, refine-

ments were rejected that added more complexity than enlight-

ment. It is recognized that other models are available that

more faithfully model the operations of an airfield. The

advantage of this model is that a broad range of information

can be obtained on airfield operation with a relatively

V. ~short investment of time in model setup. It was designed to

provide the kind of practical information a lower level

"planner might be after.

Randall G. Johnson
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Abstract

Z ,-> This study developed a SLAM airfield model tailored for

airlift operations. The model is formulated as a network

and models loading, fueling, and maintenance of airlift air-

craft. Only C-130, C-141, and C-5 aircraft can be considered.

, .The primary model inputs are aircraft input rates, and
.'

the availability of ramp space, maintenance team, load team,

and k-loader resources. The output includes average ground-

time, resource usage, and pallets airlifted from the air-
field.

An experiment is made to identify a "best" strategy for

aircraft input rates through a fixed airfield. The results

show that any one of five input strategies out of 64 exam-

ined are of equal effectiveness. :

:;vi
S~vii



A SLAM AIRFIELD MODEL FOR AIRLIFT OPERATIONS

-4 I. Introduction

Background

The United States has military commitments around the

J .'world. To meet these commitments, this country could station

large standing armies throughout the world. Instead, the

United States keeps the bulk of its military forces inside

the country, and depends on deploying these forces overseas

as needed to meet its commitments. Airlift plays an impor-

tant role in the deployment of these forces. By airlift,

forces can be rapidly deployed and then supplied until sea

lines of communication can be established.

This country's ability to deploy and supply combat for-

ces by air has been studied extensively since the Carter Doc-

trine was declared following the Soviet Union's invasion of

Afghanistan in December, 1979. In this doctrine, President

Carter declared that the United States would insure the

western world's access to Persian Gulf oil by force, if nec-

*% essary. The country's ability to enforce this doctrine de-

pended on its ability to quickly airlift forces to the re-

_w gion. The studies showed that the United States did not have

enough airlift to move heavy armored units quickly and that

it would take weeks to move even light infantry divisions.

1
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* 4A4  Since then, more studies have been made on how to schedule

", .*':• aircraft loads more effectively, and how to improve airlift
°•/

capability by acquiring more aircraft such as the C-17, C-5,

and Boeing 747.

These studies and the debates over them will continue.

j. However, regardless of the type aircraft in the fleet or the

cargo carried on them, airlift effectiveness is maximized by

keeping fully loaded aircraft in the air as much as possible.

This implies that traffic flow on an airfield is important in

an airlift operation.

For example, during the Arab-Israeli War of 1973, the

United States rushed critical supplies from 29 bases in this

country to Tel Aviv by way of Lajes in the Azores. Since

Lajes had to support aircraft going to Israel and returning

to the United States, its capability to service and dispatch

aircraft was the limiting factor in the airlift to Israel

(Ref 3:p. 9). It is important, then, to study the flow of

aircraft on an airfield and determine an airfield's capacity

to support airlift operations. Planners would then be able

to make more efficient use of airlift resources by keeping

the aircraft in the air as much as possible.

Problem Statement

Airlift planners need a user friendly model to allow them

to study the flow of airlift aircraft through an airfield and

determine the capacity of that airfield to support airlift

¶2



J "operations. Besides determining the airfield capacity, the

tf -.. model should provide use rate information on all important as-

pects of the airfield.

* .; Research Objective

The objective is to find or develop a user friendly model

to describe airfield output and the usage of important ele-

• ." ments on the airfield. For this research, a user friendly

model will have the following characteristics:

1) Easily understood structure.

2) Short model setup time.

The important elements that should be modeled are aircraft

fueling, loading, and maintenance.
N

Literature Review

This literature review is divided into two parts. The

first part outlines previous studies that were examined in

the effort to find a model that meets the research objective.

The second part outlines possible approaches to use in devel-
aping a model to meet the research objective.

Previous Studies. This section will outline four models

that are related to the problem and compare them to the re-
quirements of the research objective. The first model to be

- examined is the M-14 that was developed by the Operations Re-

search Section of Headquarters Military Airlift Command.

V4  This model simulates the movement of airlift aircraft world-

A .wide, and includes over 400 airfields (Ref 10). The factors

3
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the model considers are parking, fueling, loading, and main-

. '' tenance. The strong point of the model is that it studies

airlift as a single worldwide system. When compared to the

research objective, however, it has some weaknesses. First,

it is not user friendly. The model takes three to four months

setup time prior to each use and must be run on the Cray com-

puter at Kirtland AFB, NM because the model is so large (Ref

10). As mentioned before, the model can consider over 400

airfields at once and does not look at a single airfield in

isolation. Although elements of the model could be useful in

developing a model to meet the research objective, it does

not, by itself, meet that objective.

The second model is a runway simulation model by M. J.

Atack. This model considered weather, air traffic control

procedures, and aircraft performance. This model did not

have the long setup time required by the M-14 model, requir-

ing only one to two man days to set up a computer run (Ref 1).

Although it models activity on a runway in great detail, it

does not model fueling, loading, or maintenance of aircraft.

These factors are all essential elements of an airfield in

airlift operations. As with the M-14 model, certain elements

of the Atack runway model could be useful in developing a

model to meet the research objective, but, the model, by it-

self, does not meet that objective.

The third model examined was an airfield simulation mod-

el developed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

'4. .i



This model directly addressed the issue of airfield capacity.

The model considered aircraft landing, taxiing, parking, serv-

icing, and takeoff. The model, however, was concerned mostly

with passenger operations, and did not model fueling, loading,

"and maintenance as separate components of servicing (Ref 2:p.

111-9). The research objective requires that these importan.

elements be modeled separately.

Cargo requires more equipment for loading than passengers.

The equipment available for loading and fueling is an important

element of an airlift operation. Again, this model has many

elements useful in developing a model, but, by itself, does

* not meet the research objective.

The model that comes closest to meeting the research ob-

jective was a tactical airbase simulation model built by Ma-

jor Mann and Lt. Shook (Ref 5). The model considers the load-
ing of weapons for fighters. This process is analogous to

loading cargo onto transport aircraft. The model also deals

with maintenance and fueling of fighter aircraft. The measure

of merit used in the model was sorties generated. The purpose

of the model was to identify the parts of the airfield that

would be vulnerable to attack and, hence, decrease the meas-
ure of merit. Although this model deals with many of the same

elements of aitfield operation as are present during airlift

operations, it is still oriented to a fighter base and does

not meet the research objective.

None of the models examined met the requirements of the

j,



"research objective, although all of them had parts that would

be useful in developing such a model.

Possible Approaches. This section outlines general ap-

proaches found in the literature that were examined for pos-

sible use.

One way of looking at the problem would be network theory.

The goal would be to maximize the number of aircraft going

through the network. A simple network with a single source

and sink could be established as in Fig. 1.1.

Fig. 1.1 Network Formulation

The capacity of the arcs would be determined by the resources

N available. For example, if six fuel trucks could refuel two

C-141s in an hour, the flow capacity on the arc from the node

labeled ramp to the one labeled load would be three C-141s

per hour. The capacity of the network could be found by solv-

ing the maximal flow problem for the network. The limiting

factor would be the arc that reaches capacity first.

Networks have bee'n used to study transportation systems

(Ref 4:232). However, the formulation outlined above seems

to stretch a network beyond its normal use. in a typical net-

6
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work, nodes and branches represent physical structures such

"• as intersections and pumping statioi's or roads and pipes (Ref

4:234). In Fig. 1.1, only nodes Runway and Ramp, and the

branch between them represent such physical structures.

"This method has other shortfalls. First, a different

network would be needed for each type of aircraft. Although

six fuel trucks may be able to refuel three C-141s per hour,

they might not be able to refuel three C-5s per hour. Sec-

ond, the need for maintenance is not a certainty and a network

cannot be used to deal with this stochastic process.

Vother method of examining the problem could be through

the use of the queuing theory. The aircraft would enter the

system, be served by the servers, and then exit the system.

ril The system would be the airfield, while the servers would be

the fuel trucks, load crews, and other aspects of the airfield

operation. A single queue would be uiisatisfactory since it

would not allow the user to determine what element or policy

"of the airfield was limiting the capacity. A type of queuing

system that would model the airfield more effectively is the

Jackson Network which is a network of queues (Ref 4). In this

case, ea-h queue in the network would represent a different

aspect of airfield operation. An example of a Jackson Network

queuing system for an airfield is shown in Fig. 1.2. Each

square represents a different queue. In this system, the re-

sources available would be modeled by the servers in each

queue. For the loading queue, a server would be a loading

S7
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S~Fig. 1.2 Jackson Network for Airfield

_•.team. The ra-mp queue would be modeled so that the length of

the queue would be limited to the number of parking spaces

I available. This model would have an advantage over the net-

work of being able to handle different types of aircraft.

S~The different types of aircraft could be modeled by having

different classes of customers allowed in the queue. A cus-

tomer in this queuing system would be an aircraft. Like the

SnDetwork, the network of queues cannot model the uncertainty

of aircraft requiring maintenance. In addition, the network

?•L."of queues shown in Fig. 1.2 implies that the aircraft leaves

S~the ramp queue to go the fuel queue. In reality, the air-

• • •.,craft remains in the ramp queue until it departs the airfield.

4...

Thi inercto between queues cannot be mdldusing queu-

-4%

ing or network theory alone. Queuing theory has been used to

,. study transportation service systems such as aircraft waiting

•'ii•to takeoff and land from a runway (Ref 4.-407). However, a

teqassumption in bost queuing theory is n hat the system is in

steady state (Ref 4:405). An airfield may never reach steady

state depending on the aircraft input rate and airfield re-

rqsdrsources.

, ne w r , te n t o k f qee a n t mo eh.e t i t

,'S oi . .. •+ aircraftrequirin maintenance. -In addition, the network"•" ••"•"•



The final method to be examined is simulation. The flex-

ibility of simulation is its chief advantage. Simulation al-

lows each of the elements of the airfield to be modeled by

itself (Ref 6 :p. 4). This avoids the problems that the inter-

action of the elements caused in the other techniques. The

simulation model would look much like the network and queuing

models, since the operation of an airfield can be modeled us-

ing these constructs. With simulation, information can be

4• gathered at each node concerning items such as waiting time,

numl :.r of aircraft waiting for service, or the use rate of re-

sources. A "inal advantage of simulation is that it is the

m.thod of study ,sed in all the previous works mentioned in
%*'

this c-.iapter. The useful elements of each of these studies

can be used in dcve'.oping a model to meet the research objec-

tive.

>1 In conclusion, simulatior is the best method to use in

building a model to meet the research objective. The next

sec.tion will describe the process to be used in building this

model.

Me thodology

The method to be followed in building will, in general,

be that as outlined by Shannor. These general steps are con-

ceptualization, computerizatc.on, verification and validation,

and documentation (Ref. 9). The following paragraphs will

expand these steps.

9
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In the conceptualization phase, the important elements

•' • of the system must be defined and the relationships between

them defined. In this system, the elements will be the air-

craft, ramp, fueling resources, loading resources, maintenance

resources, and cargo mix. The relationships between them will

be outlined in the next chapter when the model is described.

In the computerization phase, the appropriate computer

code to implement the conceptual model is written. In this

research, the FORTRAN based SLAM (simulation language for al-

ternative modeling) will be used (Ref 8:vii). The network

portion of SLAM will be adequate to model the airfield system.

An advantage of the network formulation is that the graphical

presentation of the network will aid the user in understanding

0 the structure of the model without a line-by-line study of the

computer code.

The conceptual model was computerized once in Q-GERT.

Some of the constructs that had to be used to implement the

conceptual model using its network oriented language were

awkward. In addition, the output available in Q-GERT was not

flexible enough to give the information as desired. SLAM with

its global variables in network models avoids the unwieldy

constructs required in Q-GERT. SLAM also has more flexible

graphing options than Q-GERT.

The verification process consists of testing each of the

elements of the airfield separately to insure that the SLAM

10
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"code implements the conceptual model as expected. In the

"" ,closely rated validation phase, the output of the model as

a whole must be checked to insure it gives accurate results.

The final phase of building the simulation model will be

documentation. Throughout the model building process, con-

structs must be built into the program to keep it user friend-

"ly. The program itself must be well documented to guide po-

"tential users through the implementation of the model.

Conclusion

This chapter has identified the need for an airfield

model for airlift operations. It has examined some works that

have been done in the area and shown how they do not meet the

need. Next, some possible approaches for solving the problem

* •have been studied with simulation being the preferred ap-

proach. Finally, a process to be used in building the model

has been outlined. The next chapter will describe the model

itself. The third chapter describes the use of the model to

identify a "best" strategy for aircraft input rates through

an airfield. The fourth chapter will summarize the findings

of the research and suggest some avenues of further research

for the model. The appendix includes a documented printout

of the model.

'I,

9,

ii,
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II. System and Model Description

"Introduction

The model of an airfield during airlift operation will

• .be described in this chapter. The presentation will be di-

vided into two parts. The first part will describe the op-

eration of an airfield during airlift operations, while the

second part will describe in detail how the process was put

"into computer code. The description will include the as-

sumptions made and justification for these assumptions.

Airfield Operation

* •General. The physical layout of a typical airfield is

shown in Fig. 2.1.

UJ

Fig. 2.1 Airfield Diagram

The runway, taxiways, and ramp are the three general parts

of an airfield. Aircraft land on the runway, and, for serv-

icing, go to the ramp via the taxiways. After servicing,

the aircraft leave the ramp, taxi to the runway, and depart.

This general process is common to all airfields.

€,1

,•','12
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It is the servicing activities on the ramp that distin-

guish one type of airfield operation from another. At a

flight taining base, only fueling and maintenance take

place on the ramp, while, at a wartime fighter base, the or-

dinance loading is added to these two activities. At an air-

lift base, the additional activity would be loading. The op-

erations of each airfield are different and need to be mod-

eled differently.

Airlift. In an airlift operation, four servicing activ-
4.

ities must be completed before the aircraft can depart.

These activities are parking, fueling, loading, and mainten-

ance. The parking activity requires one resource. That re-

. source is the ramp space that is adequately stressed to with-

"stand the weight of the aircraft that will park on it. Once

the aircraft is parked and has shut dow); its engines, the

other activities can begin.

The fueling activity requires a fuel source and a fuel-

" ing team. The fuel source can be either a fuel truck or a

fuel pit. A fuel truck drives alongside an aircraft, off-

loads some or all of its fuel to the aircraft and then re-

turns to the fuel storage area for more fuel. A fuel pit is

an access point to a network of fuel lines that run from the

fuel storage to lines underneath the ramp. The lines are run

beneath parking spots and can be accessed through manholes to

pump fuel directly from the lines into the aircraft. The

fueling team consists of the people necessary to operate the

13
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equipment and act as safety observers.

An arriving aircraft needing maintenance requires two

things to complete the activity. First, people qualified to

perform the repair needed must be available. Second, the

necessary tools and parts must be available for the people to

finish the repairs. If an aircraft is broken, the appropri-

ate person will be sent to the aircraft with the necessary

parts and tools to repair the aircraft.

The final activity to be described will be the loading

activity. There are two basic types of cargo in a military

airlift. One type is palletized cargo, while the other is

rolling stock. Palletized cargo is cargo that has been load-

ed onto an aluminum platform called a pallet which is approx-

Simately eight feet by eight feet in size. Once loaded, the

cargo is secured to the pallet by cargo net and can then be

handled as a single unit instead of the several pieces it was

before being palletized. The pallet can be loaded onto the

aircraft across rollers in the floor. Rolling stock is cargo

that can move under its own power or be towed onto an air-

craft. Jeeps, towed cannons, and tanks are examples of rol-

ling stock. Once aboard an aircraft, rolling stock is chained

to rings in the floor to secure it for flight.

Since there are two types of loads, the loading activity

can be considered as two separate processes, using two separ-

ate resources. The first process would be loading pallets

with a resource called a k-loader used. A k-loader is a flat-

14
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bed truck with rollers on the bed that is used to transport

pallets from the cargo yard to the aircraft. The capacity

of a k-loader is either three or five pallets depending on

its design. Once at the aircraft, the k-loader driver can

adjust its height to the height of the aircraft floor. The

pallets are then pushed directly from the k-loader to the

aircraft. The k-loader is then free to return to the cargo

yard for another load.

The second process would be loading rolling stock with

its associated resource being loading teams. A loading team

consists of the people necessary to position the cargo on

the airplane and chain it to the floor. The rolling stock is

either driven or towed into position where it is chained by

the loading team. After loading the aircraft, the loading

team is free to load anothe- aircraft.

Loading, maintenance, and fueling can all occur simul-

taneously with some exceptions. Some types of explosives

cannot be loaded and some type of maintenance cannot be done

"V while fueling is in progress. Once the required servicing

activities have been completed, the aircraft is ready to de-

part the airfield. The remainder of the chapter will discuss

how the description of the airlift operation was modeled in

computer code.

Computer Model

!le description of the computer model will be split into

*'-, five pa'Ls: 1) Arrival, 2) Loading, 3) Maintenance, 4)

15
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Fueling, and 5) Departure. The loading process will be fur-

ther divided into the loading of rolling stock and the load-

* ing of pallets. The description of each part will include a

diagram of the SLAM network, a description of the process be-

ing modeled, a statement of the assumptions, and justification

for these assumptions.

'•. Arrival Process. The SLAM network of the arrival process

is shown in Fig. 2.2. There is a CREATE node for each type of

aircraft. A CREATE node generates entities within a SLAM net-

work (Ref 8:541). In this case, the entities represent air-

craft. The aircraft types are the C-130, the C-141, and the

C-5. The arrival process is modeled as a poisson process.

Aircraft may have been scheduled to arrive at constant time

intervals, such as one every fifteen minutes, but it is as-

sumed that factors outside the airfield system would interrupt

the planned arrival process and transform it to an exponential

interarrival process.

Once the aircraft entity arrives, it is routed to an

ASSIGN node where it is tagged with its attributes. An ASSIGN

node is used to assign values to SLAM variables at each arriv-

al of an entity to the node (Ref 8:538). The node works like

an assignment statement in FORTRAN. The attributes of an en-

tity describe that entity. By letting attribute one represent

the number of pallets an airplane can carry and then setting

that attribute to a value of five, the entity can be identi-

fied as a C-130. The attributes this particular ASSIGN node

16
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Fig. 2.2 SLAM Network -Arrival Process
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sets are:

1) Atrib (1) - Pallet capacity of the aircraft.

2) Atrib (2) - Number of fuel trucks required for re-

fueling.

3) Atrib (4) - Amount of ramp resource required.

After the aircraft entity is tagged with its character-

istics, it is routed to another ASSIGN node where it is

tagged with Atrib (3). This attribute will be used in the

maintenance activity to determine if the aircraft requires

repairs before it departs the airfield. In the same ASSIGN

node, the global variable XX(1) is set equal to the amount of

ramp resource remaining. As the entity leaves this ASSIGN

node, the amount of ramp space the aircraft requires (Atrib

( (4)) is compared to the value of XX(i). If enough ramp space

is available, the entity goes to the AWAIT node where it is

given the ramp space it needs. The entity is then split into

three identical entities and sent to the loading, fueling, and

maintenance activitiss. These entities will be matched up a-

gain prior to departure. If there is not enough ramp space,

the aircraft leaves the system. Before being terminated, the

entity is routed to a COLCT node by aircraft type. These

COLCT nodes keep track of how many aircraft, by type, balk

from the airfield.

No time is used in the arrival process. This is because

the landing, taxiing, and takeoff of an aircraft is not mod-

rrv eled. The purpose of the uaodel is to examine aspects of air-

18



field operation that limit its capacity. An assumption is

made that the runway will not be a limit~ng factor for an air-

field until arrivals exceed one every four minutes. A single

runway airfield can handle an arrival and departure every

"four minutes, even in poor weather. The scenarios that will

be examined in this study have aircraft arriving no faster

than one every 13 minutes.

~ The values used for the pallet capacity of the aircraft

were obtained from Air Force (Ref 11). The number of fuel

trucks required was obtained in the following manner. It is

assumed that each truck carries a full load of approximately

30,000 pounds of fuel and that each aircraft will load half

of its fuel capacity before departing. The fuel capacity of

Lhe C-130, C-141, and C-5 is about 60,000, 120,000, and

250,000 pounds respectively. These figures were obtained

from Air Force. These yield the requirements of one fuel

truck for the C-130, two for the C-141, and four for the C-5.

The values for the ramp required were obtained in the follow-

ing way. On Green Ramp at Pope AFB, NC, there are parking

spots for either 13 C-130s, 10 C-141s, or 7 C-5s. If the

ramp requirement for a C-130 was 10 units, then a C-141 would

.4., need 13 units and a C-5 about 18. The ramp resource can be
calculated by determining the number of any type aircraft that

can park on the airfield and multiplying that number by the

ramp resource each aircraft requires. For example, 100 C-130s

can park at Wright-Patterson AFB; therefore, the ramp resource

19



would be 1000.

Loading

The loading activity is the most complicated of the three.

An aircraft is directed to a GOON node as shown in Fig. 2.3.

The entity then goes to an ASSIGN node where global variable

XX(15) is updated. XX(15) stores the amount of ramp in use.

From the ASSIGN node, the entity is directed to one of two

processes. These are the pallet loading process and the rol-

ling stock 1. ding process.

Fig. 2.3 SLAM Network - Aircraft Load Decision

An "infinite" cargo yard assumption is made. There is

always cargo to be loaded or the aircraft would not have been

sent to the airfield. In addition, no mixed loads or less

than full loads are permitted. The aircraft entity will be

"loaded to its capacity once it is routed to either type of

loading activity. In reality, mixed loads are common. The

assumption was made to simplify the structure of the model

and should not make a significant impact.

Pallet Loading. This activity is shown in Fig. 2.4.

20
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The aircraft is sent to an AWAIT node, WLP, where it awaits

' .. ~for a k-loader. Once assigned a k-loader, the entity departs

for an ASSIGN node. The ASSIGN node adjusts the global vari-

"able XX(22). This variable represents the number of k-load-

ers in use. The k-loader spends 20 minutes loading the air-

craft and 30 minutes returning to the cargo yard for another

load. The k-loader then is occupied for 50 minutes before it

is available to load again. After 50 minutes, the k-loader

is freed and the number of k-loaders in use adjusted.

- The entity is then routed to ASSIGN node L5. This node

begins a process to determine if the aircraft is fully loaded.

In the ASSIGN node, Atrib (6) is adjusted. Atrib (6) repre-

* sents the number of pallet positions loaded. The attribute

is incremented by the global variable XX(57) which can be set

to either 3 or 5 to represent a 3 pallet or 5 pallet k-loader.

From the ASSIGN node, the entity will take one of two activi-

ties. If it is fully loaded, it will go to node FLD. If not,

it will go to node ILP for more loading. The node ILP is an-

other AWAIT node like WLP except that entities waiting in ILP

have priority for k-loaders over those in WLP. The process

after WLP is exactly the same as that after ILP.

Rolling Stock. The network for loading rolling stock is

shown in Fig. 2.5. The process is identical to that described

fo• the pallet loading process with the following exceptions.

The resource is used in load teams instead of k-loaders. A

load team is two people. These people tie down the cargo with
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chains. This activity takes five minutes. The ten minutes

*= - that the load team resource is used simulates the five min-

utes it takes to tie down the cargo and five minutes to either

go get some more chains to tie down more cargo or go to an-

other airplane. The global variable XX(21) is used to track

the number of load teams in use.

Maintenance

Fig. 2.6 shows the SLAM network used to simulate the

maintenance process. The aircraft entity is first routed to

a node by type of aircraft. A C-130 would be sent to ACI

since it has five pallets. Then it is determined if the air-

craft requires maintenance. If the value of Atrib (3) is

less than the value in global variable XX(58), XX(59) or

Voli XX(60) as appropriate, the aircraft entity is routed to WMNX

-, to wait for maintenance. If the value in Atrib (3) is greater

than the global variable, the aircraft does not need mainten-

ance and is routed to FMNX.

Aircraft requiring maintenance are placed in the AWAIT

node WMNX. When a maintenance team is available, the team

is allocated to the aircraft and repairs begin. A mainten-

ance team consists of people with all the skills needed to

repair an aircraft. The team would have an engine/prop spec-

ialist, a pneumatic/hydraulic specialist, and an avionics

specialist. It is assumed there is an infinite supply cap-

ability and that all the tools necessary to make repairs are

available.
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After leaving the AWAIT node with its maintenance team,

"the aircraft entity passes through an ASSIGN node that in-

crements the global variable XX(20). This global variable

represents the number of maintenance teams in use and is set

using the global variables XX(61) to XX(66). After complet-

ing the repair activity, the aircraft is routed to node L7.

At L7, the maintenance team is freed. At the ASSIGN node,

the global variable XX(20) is adjusted to show the number of

maintenance teams in use. Finally, the repaired aircraft

is placed is QUEUE node FMNX.

Fueling

The network for the fueling process is shown in Fig.

2.7. The resource used in this process is a fuel truck.

The process is identical to both of the loading activities.

The aircraft waits initially in an AWAIT node to be assigned

' ~. a gas truck. After 20 minutes, the gas truck completes off-

loading its fuel and returns to the fuel storage area for

another load of fuel. The aircraft entity in the meantime

is sent to ASSIGN L8, where it is determined if the air-

craft has finished fueling. If it has finished, it goes

to QUEUE node FLG; if not, it goes to AWAIT node ILG; if

not, it goes to AWAIT node ILG where it has priority for

fuel trucks over those in AWAIT node GAS. The global var-

iable XX(1() is used to track the number of fuel trucks

in use.
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S ~Departure

' -~ The departure process is modeled by the network shown in

Fig. 2.8. Entities wait in the QUEUE nodes FLG, FLD, and

FMNX after finishing fueling, loading, and maintenance. Every

airplane entering the system was spit into three entities to

go through the three activities. These three entities with

the same mark time are matched at MAT and sent to ACCUMULATE

node TOF where they are made into one entity. This entity is

sent through an ASSIGN node that increments the global varia-

ble XX(15). This variable stores the amount of ramp space in

use. From the ASSIGN node, the entity is routed through a

FREE node to release the ramp resource it used and then sorted

by aircraft type through a statistics-gathering network. In
the ASSIGN nodes, the global variables XX(16), XX(17), and

XX(18) are updated to show the number of each type of aircraft

on the ground. The COLCT nodes determine the average ground

service time for each type of aircraft. The entities are

then sent to ASSIGN node L9 for some final bookkeeping, fol-

lowed by a COLCT node and termination. The ASSIGN node up-

dates total pallets airborne, XX(27), balked pallets XX(10)

and XX(12), and effective pallets XX(14). The effective pal-

lets are the total pallets airborne with a penalty applied

for each pallet that balks. For every pallet that balks the

airfield, a pallet is subtracted from the total number of pal-

"lets that have departed the airfield.
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Verification and Validation

This portion of the model building process was accom-

plished in several steps. First, the five segments, that

were described in the previous section, were coded separate-

ly. These segments were run over a range of scenarios. The

output was checked to insure that the segment performed as

4. expected. If any bugs were found, the code was corrected

and the process repeated.

After all of the segments had been checked, the model

was built by combining the segments one at a time. After ad-

ding each segment, more computer runs were made to check the

.• ~interconnection of the segments. Finally, after all the seg-

ments were combined, the output of the model as a whole was

checked to see that it gave reasonable results.

Conclusion

This chapter has explained the operations of an airfield

during airlift operations and explained the model used to

simulate that operation. In general, the airfield is de-

scribed by the resources available on it, the cargo mix at

the base, the time it takes for the resources to perform

their function, and the rules used to govern the assignment

of the resources. The values of resources are set on resource

cards and are:

1) Ramp

S2) K-Loaders

54 3) Load Teams

30
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4) Maintenance Teams

5) Gas Trucks

*" The cargo mix used in the model is determined by assign-

ing values to the probability of taking each activity in the

ASSIGN node after LOAD.

The times required for the resources to perform their

functions '.re set by global variables. Finally, the rules

to govern the assignment of these resources are set, using

a Priority card for the appropriate files.

The next chapter will discuss the output of the model

and the use of the model in an attempt to find a "best" mix

of aircraft input rates through an airfield to maximize the

airlift through the airfield. The discussion will include

the model setup, experimental design, and analysis of re-

sults.

4.,.%
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III. Experimentation and Analysis

Introduction

,( The previous chapter described an airfield during air-

lift operations and a computer model that was designed to

simulate it. This chapter will describe the use of the mod-

el in examining the flow of airlift aircraft through an air-

field. The model setup section will state the airfield chosen

for examination and the model parameters chosen to describe

the airfield. In the experimental design section, the method

used in identifying a "best" aircraft input strategy will be

outlined. The final section will state the results obtained

from the experiment.

Model Setup

The airfield chosen for examination was Wright-Patterson

AFB, Ohio. Under current warplans, Wright-Patterson will be

an onload point for units from several states on their way

overseas (Ref 10). Cargo will arrive by air, rail, and road

and then be marshalled for final transport overseas.

Before the model could be run, a number of inputs had

to be provided to describe the airfield and its operation.

These inputs are listed below:

1) Aircraft Input rate by type

2) Ramp Resource

3) Gas Truck Resource

4) Load Teams Resource
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5) Maintenance Teams Resource

' • 6) K-Loader Resource

7) Cargo Mix

8) Aircraft Failure Rate

9) Aircraft Maintenance Time

"A range of input rates for aircraft was examined. The

lowest input rate examined for the C-130 and C-141 was I air-

craft every 2 hours, while the highest was 1 aircraft every

30 minutes. For the C-5 aircraft, the lowest input rate was

1 aircraft every 8 hours, while the highest input rate was
1 aircraft every 2 hours. The reason slower input rates were

chosen for the C-5 was because there are fewer C-5s in the in-

ventory by a factor of about four (Ref 11). A C-5 input rate
that is four times slower, then, represents the same relative

effort for that fleet. Table 3.1 shows the arrival rates by

aircraft that were examined.

C-130 C-141 C-5

, 30 30 120

*,4,. 60 60 240

90 90 360

"" 120 120 480

"rable 3.1 Mean Aircraft Interarrival Times (in Minutes)

The levels of the other resources and the source from

which the information came are shown in Table 3.2.
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Parameter Level Source

SGas Trucks 6 Military Airlift Command
(Ref 9)

Ramp 1000 Military Airlift Command

K-Loaders 4 Military Airlift Command

Maintenance Teams 4 Researcher

Load Teams 26 Transportation Office
.(Ref 5)

Aircraft Failure Rate .13 Researcher

Maintenance Time:

"C-130 (mean) 4 hr Researcher

C-141 (mean) 5 hr Researcher

C-5 (mean) 9 hr Researcher

Table 3.2 Parameter Specifications

The information from the Military Airlift Command is

data its Operations Research Office (XPSR) uses for Wright-

Patterson AFB in unclassified runs of its M-14 model. The

Transportation Office of Headquarters Air Force Logistics

Command at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio provided the information

on the number of load teams that would be available (Ref 5).

The parameters required for thn maintenance segment of the

model were set at levels chosen by the researcher.

All the possible combinations of input rates for the

three types of aircraft were then run through the model with

the airfield parameters set as indicated in Table 3.2. Since

there were four levels for each of the three types of aircraft,
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this meant 64 computer runs were made to examine all the

' f 'C~strategies. A strategy is a mix of aircraft input rates.

For example, one C-130 every 90 minutes, one C-141 every 30

minutes, and one C-5 every 240 minutes will be referred to as

strategy (90, 30, 240).

On the first few runs of the model, twenty replications

were made for each strategy. The purpose of these runs was

to measure the variance in the response variable EPALLETS.

Table 3.3 shows the variance that was obtained for two strat-

egies after a specified number of runs.

Number of Runs

Strategy 5 10 15 20

(30, 90, 180) 130 202 201 247

(180, 180, 1440) 132 108 93 87

5 .Table 3.3 Variance by Strategy by Number of Runs

There was no assurance that variance would be reduced by in-

creasing the number of runs. Therefore, all strategies were

run using 5 replications. The model was run on both the CDC

Cyber and VAX 11/780 computers. The CDC Cyber required, on

average, 100 seconds of computer time to run five replications

%. of each strategy. The VAX 11/780, on the other hand, required

300 seconds of computer time to complete the five replications.

The output of these runs consisted of the standard SLAM

Summary and seven plots. The following information was ob-

tained from the SLAM Summary:
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• :1) Number of balks by aircraft type

2) Mean, minimum, and maximum groundtime by aircraft

type

3) Total pallets airborne

4) Balked paliets

5) Effective pallets

.: 6) Average resource usage

7) Average resource availability

The plots provided hourly reports on the following informa-

tion:

1) Ramp in use

2) Gas trucks in use

"3) K-loaders in use

4) Maintenance teams in use

5) Load teams in use

6) Number of aircraft on the ground by type

7) Total, balked, and effective pallets to date

An example of model output is shown in the Appendix.

Experimental Design

After making the 64 runs, the attempt to identify a

"best" policy among the 64 began. The 64 strategies with

five replications comprised 64 cells of 5 observations each.

First, strategies were eliminated by a screening test. Any

strategy that resulted in aircraft balking from the airfield

for lack of ramp space was eliminated from further considera-

S• tion. A strategy that results in aircraft flying to an air-
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--- field where they cannot land is clearly wasteful. The remain-

ing strategies were then ordered by the mean of effective pal-

lets over the five replications. ANOVA was then run on the

five replications of the top twenty strategies. Finally, the

best group of strategies was identified using the Duncan Pro-

cedure for range testing.

Results

The ANOVA was run using SPSS on the CDC Cyber computer.

The null hypothesis was that the twenty groups (strategies)

"all had the same mean. This hypothesis was rejected with an

F Prob of .000. A copy of the ANOVA table is included in the

Appendix.

ANOVA makes the assumption that the data is independent

- V • and normally distributed with equal variance. Additional

"W tests were made to insure the assumptions held for this data

set. The data was independent since it was generated by sep-

arate computer runs with the model reinitialized after each

run. A K-S test was run on the first five strategies to test

the normality assumption. The test failed to reject the hy-

pothesis that the groups were normally distributed. It was

assumed that the remaining 15 strategies would also pass the

K-S test. The SPSS run included a Bartlett Box F test to

check for equal variance. The test failed to reject the hy-

pothesis that the variance was equal across all the groups.

Therefore, the assumptions of ANOVA were met.
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Since the ANOVA indicated there was a difference among
N o ,,'

the means of the strategies, a Duncan Range Test was used to

determine which groups were statistically different from the

others. The computer printout of the test is also shown in

the Appendix. The test indicated there was no statistical

difference in the first five strategies. The top ten strat-

egies are shown in Table 3.4.

Strategy Effective Pallets

90 90 120 2864

60 120 120 2782

S120 90 120 2754

30 90 240 2751

60 60 240 2712

90 120 120 2667
120 120 120 2638

90 60 240 2627

30 120 240 2608

120 60 240 2554

" Table 3.4 Top Ten Strategies for Effective Pallets

Conclusion

Since there is no statistical difference in the output

of the first five strategies, a decision maker could choose

from among these strategies based on other considerations.

The considerations could be the availability of aircraft or
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the desire to minimize ground time for the aircraft. The fin-

al chapter will summarize the results of the research and sug-

gest ways to further develop the model.

'i9
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IV. Summary and Recommendations

Summary

One objective of the research was to develop a user

friendly airfield model specifically designed for airlift

operations. The primary way the developed model meets the

user friendly requirement is its size. The model is not so

large that it would intimidate potential users into not ex-

amining it. The network formulation of the model also con-

tributes to its user friendly aspect. The network symbols

can help potential users understand what the code is accomp-

". : lishing.

The small size of the model also helps shorten model

setup time. In order to examine different aircraft input

o• rates, a user only needs to change the values of global var-

iables. If, instead, he wishes to change the resources

available on the airfield, oaly the resource cards have to

be changed. As the documented program in the Appendix shows,

these cards kre consolidated in different parts of the pro-

gram. During the research, changes to aircraft input rates

were made ifn three minutes by the researcher. Other types

of changes could also be made in a matter of minutes. This

is in contrast to the days and months it takes to set up

other models examined in this research. The size advantage

makes the model useful to lower level managers who want

, •,. quick investigation of a proposed airlift operation. The
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managers could be exercise planners or base mobility planners.

A second objective of the model was to provide information

on the important elements of the airfield operation. The

standard SLAM Summary provides information on aircraft ground

* time, airfield resource utilization, and airfield output.

The graphs provided give more information on these quantities

as a function of time.

Recommendations

Simulation model building is an iterative process, and

any model can be made to more accurately model the system

it represents as more knowledge of the system becomes avail-

able (Ref 8:11). The following paragraphs will suggest ways

to improve the model.

No model can be stronger than its weakest link. Con-

ceptually, the maintenance segment of this model is its weak-

-4 est link. The maintenance team concept used in the model is

not how a maintenance resource is actually managed. Only

the specific skilled person required for a job is dispatched

.N1 to repair an aircraft, not an entire team of people made up

of every skill that could possibly be needed. The mainten-

ance team concept used in the model is essentially a measure

. of how many aircraft the model user thinks could be under

repair at one time. Additionally, the parameters used for

the percentage of aircraft that break and the amount of time

to repair them must be estimated by the model user. The
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validity of the model would be enhanced, if the maintenance

S.. resource could be more realistically defined and historical

data could be investigated to determine break rates and mean

repair times for aircraft.

Next, the output of the model could be streamlined.

There are some items in the standard SLAM Summary that are

meaningless such as mean or standard deviation of EPALLETS.

A new subroutine could be written to output only the ele-

ments of the SLAM Summary that are useful. In addition,

new graphs could be made to present such information as num-

ndsber of aircraft by type waiting in each of the QUEUE or AWAIT

nodes.

Although there are improvements that could be made to

f _ the model, care should be taken in making these changes. The

changes should not make the model too complicated to under-

stand or demand too much in input from the user. If the

model becomes so complex that it itimidates potential users,

the worth of the model decreases regardless of its accuracy

in modeling the system.

.44
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gen,.johnsun,i r.ielvA!d, 12/19/1983,5

THE RESOURCES OF THE AIRFIELD MiUST BE SET+ THESE ARE:
1. RAMMP
"2, KLOADERS
3+ LOAD TEAMS
4. MAINTENANCE TEAMS
5. GAS TRUCKS

THEY ARE DETERMINED IN THE FOLLOWING WAY:
1. RAMP= TH,.E NUMBER OF C-130S THAT CAN PARK ON THE

' ;AIRFIELD TIMES TEN.
2.• KLOADERS= T"HE NUMBER: OF K'..OADERI] AVAILABLE
3. LOAD TEAMS= THE. NUMBER Or TWO rii"N TEAMS AVAILABLE

"FOR SECURING ROLLING STOCK ON THE AIRCRAFT
4. MTEAMS= THf NUMBER OF AIRCRF' T T"AT 4AN BE U....R

REPAIR AT THE GAME TIME UNDER THE WORST CONDITIONS
WITH THE MAINTENANCE PEOPLE AVAILABLE

.5 GTRUCKS= THE NUMBER OF" GAS TRUCKS AVAILABLE.

resou rc e/riamp ( 1000 ),1
resource/Klolader(4)y,4,2y
resource/iteQI, (26)p,6,3;
resource/rotetaia(4) r8;
resource/gtrucK(6),1OI,9'

p THIS SECTION PUTS AIRCRAFT INTO THE SYSTEM, AND TAGS THEM
WITH THEIR ATTRIBUTES, IF NO PARKING SPACE IS AVAILABLE THE
AIRCRAFT ARE BALKED PROM THE AIRFIELD. THE FOLLOWING GLOBAL
"VARIABLES MUST BE SET BY INTLC CARDS AT THE END OF THE
PROGRAtM

XX(0)=C-130 INTERARRIVAL TIME IN MINUTES
p• XX(51)=C-141 INTERARRIVAL TIME IN MINUTES

XX(52)=C-5 INTERARRIVAL TIME IN MINUTES
THE FOLLOWING GLOBAL VARIABLE IS USED BUT DOES NOT HAVE TO
TO BE SET BY THE USER:

XX(1)= RAMP RESOURCE AVAILABLE
XX(3)= C-130 BALKS
XX(4)> C-130 PALLETS BALKED

THE XX(5)= C-141 BALKS

Ot XX(6)= C.-141 PALLETS BALKED
XX(7)= C-5 BALKS
XX()= C-5 IPALLETS BALKED

TdE ATTRIBUTES OF THE AIRCRAFT ENTITIES ARE:ATRIB(1) PPALLET CAPACITY OF THE AIRCRAFT

•TRIB(2)= GAS TRUCKS REQUIRED TO REFUEL
ATRIB(3)= AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE STATUS
ATRIB(4)= RAMP RESOURCE REQUIRED
;TRIB(5)= MARK TIME

.• c retate,- expon (,.',× (50), 1), 1,5 i

assign,ttrib(I)=5,,Itr b(T =I.,utrib(4)=1O;
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act),,11;
create ,expon (xx(51) y2), 2,5
,assign ,,atrib (I1):=13,,.'•trib(2')::--2,atrib (4):=13y'

,%, Q- ct•,,ll;
", cre.iteyevxpon (>x.,.,.52) ,3) ,3,5

,ssignatrib (1)=3 ,,atrib (2)=4 .a-trib (.4)=18
Qc p t, ,,li;

11 lassignpatrib(3)=unrfrm(Ov,1,4) ,xx(1)=nnrsc( rarip)
goon, 1
a•,ct, , trib (4) gt. .,'.,(1I) ,o..l Y;

'act,?,atrib (4) le.xx(l );
awa•it( 1), riafrip/atrib (4)
.acty ,,lo dy*

of I goonp,3
act, pv t r.",b ( I ) eq .5,p1.2;
,actyyut rib (1i),eq, 13,13y'
.act,y,.trib (I) eq+32,14'

12 ss i gn, x ( 3 )='(3 ) + 1,.xx( 4 )=,,x( 4 )+5 ;
c colct,xx(3) ,cl3ObaIlKsY

V' term;
,I' 13 l'ssi gnvxx(5)=xx(5)+'"1 (6)=xx6+6)+13

ca 1c t yxx ( 5 cl14 1b al1K sF
term+

14 assiqn,xx(7)=xx( )+ I,;.x(8) =xx(8)+32v
colctxx(7).c5bealKs
term

-; THIS SECTTON SIMULATES THE LOADING OF THE AIRCRAFT.
THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF LOADS: PA)LLETS (WLI") AND ROLLING
STOCK (WLR). THE CARGO IS DETERMINED BY THE PROBABILITIES
OF REACHING THESE ACTIVITIES. IN THIS' CASE, 60% FAL! ETS

y ; ARE LOADED, AND 40% ROLLING. THE CARWGO MIX CAN BE UH1ANGE11
y BY CHANGING THE PROBABILITIES. GLOBAL VARIABLE XXýI5)
y STORES THE RAMP SPACE IN USE.

load goonl;
assign yxx( 15) =-:,'( 15)+at rib (4);

'• •~Ct, , 6,wlp ;

THIS SECTION SIMULATES THE PALLET LOADING F'ROCES2.".
THE GLOBAL VARIABLE XX(57) MUST BE SET ON AN INTLC ".,'D

XXý57)= NUMBER OF PALLETS A KLOADER CAN CARRY (3 13R 5)

; ATRIB(6)- NUMBER OF PALLETS LOADED ON THE AIRCRAFT
THE GLOBAL VARIABLE XX(22) TRACKS THE NUMBER OF KLOADERF
IN USE BUT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE SET BY THE USER.

wlp ;awQit(2),Klo'ader/il
-assig n, xxf(-.-2)-xx(22)+1 I

%V. ac t, 50
free,Rioader/I;
'assign ,xx (221) =>x' (22) -i;
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te rm
15 assign,,.ctrib (6) =atrib (6) +x),(57), 1;+"••i; ,.? ct,,oltrib(6)+ .it.,atribj(I), ilp;

_.%'>__ -. act, ,,atrib (6). ge ,atrib (I) ,i Id v

ilp a woit(4) ,yKIoader/i ;
as Qssign .,x (22,) =ox. 22 +1
'act,20,y15*
,ct,p50
freerKloader/l)-
aoss ig n~x ' ?,,,.,x ( .2

te rm ;

THE FOLLOWING SECTION SIMULATES THE LOADING OF ROLLING
STOCK. GLOBAL VARIABLL XX(21) TRACKS THE NUMBER OF LOAD
TEAMS IN USE,

; *****************~********s*******************************~***

-•wl r ,awuit(3 , itelm/l;

assign,xx(21)=xx(21 )+1;
- .",act,5, ,161So Qt,,10;

f ree, I tom/ 1;
-- a• ssignx,,:(21)=xx (21) --I

term*;
..,, 16 assign ,atvib (6)=atrib (6) +J,i;'

.Co,,,atrib (6) # It.,atrib (1) , i Ir;
-Wj '2ct, atrib(6).getotrib(I),fld ;

i I i r ewu 3 t(,5) , It eam/lI
Ia Ss siqn ,xx 21 )=xx (211 +1

¾ ictp5pt16;
-a t p1,

assign,xx(2I) -x 1(21 1-

term ;
f fId queue(5),,,,vpot;

THIS SECTION SIMULATES THE MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT.
FIRST, A TEST IS MADE TO SEE IF THE AIRCRAFT IS BROKEN.
IF IT IS, IT WAITS TO BE REPAIRED, IF NOT , IT GOES
TO QUEUE NODE FMý,X TO WAIT FOR DEPARTURE. THE FOLLOWING
GI.OBAL VARIABLFS MUST BE SET ZY INTLC CARDS AT THE END
OF THE PROGRAM:

XX(58)=PROlPAIL1TY THAT A C-130 WILL BE PROKEN
v XX(59)=PRUBkAPLITY THAT A C-141 WILL BE BROKEN

,XX(60)+--PFBL-".LITY THAT A C-5 WILL BE BROKEN
XY(61)=hEAN TtIME TO REPAIR A (-130 IN MINUTES
XX(62)=STil 4DARD DEVIATION FOR C-130 IN MINUTES
XX(o3)=MErW, TIME TO REPAIR A C-141 IN MINU'ES
XX(640=STeýNARD DEVIATION FOR C-141 IN MINUTES
XX(65)=MEAN TIME TO REFPAIR A C-5 IN MINUTES

A XX(66)=3TANI'ARD DEVIATION FOR A C--5 IN hINUriES
* ; THE FLLLOWING GLOBAL VARIABLES ARE USED BUT DO- NOT
-.. HAVE BE SET BY THE USFRI

- - Q' XX(2Q)=NUMBER OF MAINTENANCE TEtMS IN USE
XX(16)=NUM8ER OF .- 130S ON THE AIRFIELD
XX(17)=NUMBER OF C-141S .ON '4E AIRFIELD
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XX(18)=NUMBER OF C-5S ON THE AIRFIELD

ainx goon1.'-'°.. ct,,,:itri~b(1) .eq.5,aacl;

.act, , t trib (1) . eq. 13 ,.cc2
act.,utrib(1).eq.36,,ac3;

a;cl -assign ,xxx (16) =xx ( 16) +1
goon,1;
'a ct, yatrib (3) +gt .xx (58) ,fmnx;
'act, ,,atrib (3). le.xx (58), wmnx;

"a c2 ,zsignyxx(I 7)=xx (17)+i ;
goof, 1
act, y atrib ( 3) .gt xx (59) , fmn.x;

'.t.act,,,trib ( 3) . le #xx (59) vwmnx;

"c3 assignxx(18)=xx(18)+l;
goon, 1;
act, ,patrib (3) .gt.xx•(60) , 'fITnx;
act,,vatrib (3) .le+xx(60) ,wuinx;

wwmnx ,await(8), mte'arr/lpl
assign ,xx(20)=xýx 20)+1,1 ;
-ct,rtnorm (xx(61) ,xx (62) ,5) ,,2trib ( 1 eq .5,17
a-ct, rnorm(xx (63) ,xx (64) ,6) ,itrib ( t -eq .13,17;

1 actrnorm(xx (65),xx (66),7),•atrib(I) .eq.36,17?
17 freenteam/l /

assignp ,xx(20)=xx( 20) -1
goon,lp

fainx queue(7),,,,mut;

THIS SECTION SIMULATES THE FUELING OF AIRCRAFT.
¾ , THE GLOBAL VARIA•1LE XX(19) TRACKS THE NUMBER OP

",; GAS TRUCKS IN USE. ATRIB(6)= THE NUMBER OF
TRUCK LOADS OF FUEL LOADED ON TH4E AIRCRAFT.

i gas owait.(9),gtrucKll;

S.qCt,20,, 18*

,c•Vt,50;
freetqtrucK!l;

-- i,•,i ass ion, '-(19) =Nx ( 19) -1

te'rm
.• ]~8 a•ssiqnttrib (6)=atri•b (6) ÷Ii;

-a• ct, ,otrib (6) •e. I ,t rlkbt (2) , Iq ;

g..i Ig qawait(i10 ) ,gtrucl ;l

QassignX-:( 1?)'>Nx( 19 1-1I;

'act,20, ,18;
oct501;
f free,gtrucK/I;
a ss ign vxv(IS) =;. 19) -1

• term~;

flg qu eu ( I I al a,,, t.

.THIS SECTION MATCHES FULLY SER';ICE~) AlkrR-ANt;,
MAM'ES THEM PEPARr THE AIRFIELD, THE FG.LOWJZ,-3

GLOBAL VARIABLES ARE USED PUT DO NOT HAVE TO [E SET
B~Y THE USEk:
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^-X(2) = TOTAL PALI. ET,. DEPAFTIN G THE A.IRIFIELD TO DATE
XX(10)=TOTAL C-130 AINI C-141. FPALI-ETS THAT BAL.K
XX(12)=TOToL IALI.E.TS THAT BALK

* .* ," XX(14)=TOTAL F'ALLETS-.BA!_E FK IL ETS
m~i b m t ch, 5 '1•1 g/t o f" f,$ m n x,' /L o 'r y f[ I d /t oF 1

"At, ilat 4 Qc h ,5 v Plgt+ 1mx'tP 9'c/
"""to' Of CC11Mu1.1 ate,3,3,. i r st l

lass i g n, x (15) x ( 15 )-,at.rib (4
f ree, rimp/Itrib(4),I
ia --t, it, 'r ib ( ) eq 5 p c13 ,

tact., ,'atrib(I) 1 eq# 13,c141 ;
ti 1c. ,Y, ia t;r ib 1 ,eq.3 6.c 5;

c130 issin (,x16. (16)-I
• .¢, •-w4c o].c't, P:Lnitvl ( 5 v, c 1.30g-t-ime 9'

•::ff. ,.Qc t,,, I 9.:,-ci:i a s s ig r, xx., (.!.7 --x,. (17)-1

Scolct, intvl (5) cl41g Linme
•,,, act, , 19p,

,c5 .ssi g n, ;. (10) =x8 ( 4 ) -I 6

I: stq~x(4)t .°()x(2

(•!colctv int~vl ( 5) yc5g-tiLe

19 taeri. n

Si~~~~~~~~ s s i g n, "., xo( 10 )=,xx 14 6:•ssign ."x(2)-'' . , tr:.b(1

,'4,.. . '.".•.... . + ,i

1.,,, s .g , 12 .,. 10 + ( 8)Y

I, •'•',~C 0.:1. c t, r.';. ( 1.4 ,e p a• 11 el' s;

end n e'two r K
; *****~*************************************************************)

THIS SECTION OF THE PROGRAM SETS THE LENGTH OF THE
SIMULATION (7200 M[INUTES-=5 DAYS) THE PRIORITY FOR
THE FILES ARE SET, AND THE RE(OUIRED GLOBAL VARIATBI.ES

y ARE SET BY CALLS TO INTLC. THE RECORD AND VAR CARDS
? FPRODUCE THE GRAF'H

init,Y0,7200;
p ri:i.c.r:Li-ty/2p hvi (I ) /3,yhv'(I ) /4 , I vf ( )./6,. I v4.'(5•-')/8,phvf' I ) i, vf'(

in '.L c, xx (5): 51 2) ( 5 120, x'.x (2) =480;
Ji n 1-'.J . c, . . 5 7 -:=3 ;f

:i .n I, I xx 5) 5 8 . 13 ,x,, 5 9 = 13 , ,( 610 13 Y'
Ii n "(b I c ... 1 2• 4: 0 6"' 20 ,.,. 4 r6 ) ,-x =5 6 ; x

""' rec ord ,tnowtiJme1,.14

''4 'F....~.' *,•~p(•O 0

i:..i r yx 152 )p ry ,tainp v 014
record ,tnno w t im e v 8, , 4 ;via r .... ' t pgtrucl v0O 6 1'.

* record ,tnow, ti me, P,3 p 4 V
v',V, v:r .x'.'(21. ) p I, yI te. m , 0,y2 6;

L•Y, ,'-?c o Y,'d tn irow y -t, ime 4 v 4

.5% '.'.

v, r, xx ••0) ?ITI I.,T tel,11TI 0, y ;4
kw,::, Y'e •: o',"( dLI0 p ow t i 10e, 8, ? 4
!! v,; r v,,.,,, (2).,.,, I ) ,0

recordvtnowptime,9:, Y4
i~~w{ VoIry>.,,x,,,,(16), ys,(c1 0,v.,,10ov'

v• 1-i , vxv 1 [7 m ,I ic 14 1,y0, r 0 0

vwr ,xx f( 18), C. ,c55,0r 100 ;
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recordtnowtiye,p1O, ,4
viar, yxx( 2 ), v pu1, al p0b, 0,4000
via r ? 12) ,b, pt a11b I ,0v4000y
via r. ( 14 ) v, Fef pia 1 0,4000 f
f in

"4

',::

.4,

4

"4;
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84/02/1.7. 13.02.32. FPAGE
ASD COMIPUTER CENTER
WRIGHT-I--ATTERSON AFBOHIO

S P S S .- - STATISTICAL PACKAGE FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

VERSION 8.3 (NOS) -- MAY 04, 1982

376500 CM MAXIMUM FIELD LENGTH REQUEST

RUN NAME PALLETS
VARIABLE LIST STRATEGYPALLETS
INPUT MEDIUM CARD
N OF CASES 100
INPUT FORMAT FREEFIELD

ONEWAY PALLETS BY STRATEGY(1,20)/
RANGES=LSD /
RANGES=DLUNCAN/
RANGES=SNK/
RANGES=SCHEFFE/

STATISTICS ALL
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